
Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
2200 Camp Branch Road
Waynesville, NC  28786
September 15, 2023

Subject: Janet Banks or Mike Eveland for Maggie Valley Mayor?

Tough choice!  Let’s explore the options.  Have to hold your nose either way.

• Mike Eveland [UNA].  Voting Mike Eveland [UNA] back in means that nothing will change. 
Presuming Allan Alsbrooks and Philip Wight are elected, you still have these two puppets, John Hinton
[R] and Jim Owens [R?] voting right along with Mike Eveland, again, for four (4) more years, with a
majority.  Yuck.

• Janet Banks [D].  Not so fast...  My recommending a democrat?  I could be thrown out of the
Republican Party (again) for party disloyalty.  Well, at least it is a democrat over an unaffiliated voter.

Background.

Eve Barrett [R] dropped out of Maggie Valley race after residency challenge filed, on 9/13/2023.

Janet Banks subsequently decided to spew a bunch of stuff on Facebook after that which turned out to be
quite revealing.

[Editor’s Note: As you are acutely aware, I totally avoid Facebook or anything said on Facebook, as there
is no accountability for anything people post.  In fact, one of the last times I put anything on
www.haywoodtp.net from a Facebook source was way back with Kitty Currin (a.k.a. Catherine Pergerson,
a.k.a. ACAB [All Cops Are Bastards] motel) along with Nicole Kott.  Unfortunately, it didn’t end well for
Kitty Currin, nor Nicole Kott, for that matter.  Subsequent to that, Chelsea White decided to splash
features of her identity all over facebook.  Didn’t end well for her either.]

An alert Concerned Citizen, a.k.a. Haywood County Taxpayer, took screen shots of what Janet Banks had
to say.  Since looking at a bunch of screen shots is not easy, I have taken the time to transcribe the content
of these screen shots into the following text.  Screen shot images follow at the end.  Date of these screen
shots is unknown, but there are references to Eve Barrett pulling out of the election, so it would have to be
subsequent to 9/13/2023.

Janet Banks - 
It has been brought to my attention that a group is circulating a photo of me in attendance at a Drag
Queen Show in an attempt to sink my campaign for Mayor of Maggie Valley.  I received an invitation
to speak at a political event in Maggie Valley in August of this year.  I will always go anywhere or
anyplace to share what I believe is the best for the people of Maggie Valley.  I attended the event along
with my husband, my Democratic Precinct Chair, and the President of the Young Democrats of Haywood
County.  I did not know that the entertainment for the evening was the Show and neither did my party
officials.  I honored my commitment to speak and then quietly left.  I will continue to campaign for
Mayor as I believe the people of Maggie Valley deserve a real choice in November.  To stop my
campaign would condemn the people of Maggie Valley to four more years of “My Way or the Highway”
Mike “If you serve on my Board, you vote the way I tell you to” Eveland.  The people that I know and
love in Maggie Valley deserve better leadership than that in the next four years.  I am grateful for good
friends letting me know what is going on behind my back, so I can address it up front.  Janet Banks.
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Janet Banks -
Linda.  There are lots of people in Maggie Valley who do not like what Mike has done in Maggie Valley
and I have been talking ... [end of screen shot].

Janet Banks -
Ben.  Maggie Valley is a conservative religious community and I have always paid attention to that.  I
have already heard from them about their concerns on this issue.  I am actually a very strong person and
capable of standing up to anyone.  I had a life changing experience years ago, and after that, I am not
intimidated by anyone.  Additionally, I had to put up with Mike slapping me down for any ideas I had
for what the Town could do while I served with him on the Board.  I do stand up to bullies and will
respectfully  disagree with Mr. Pless.  

Janet Banks -
Dawn.  It is not a problem for me, but it is a huge issue in this Town.  I have already heard from members
of the religious community on that issue.  I am doing my best to talk to all the people in Maggie Valley
and if elected will represent all the people in Maggie Valley.

Here is the photo Janet Banks was referring to, on www.haywoodtp.net 

Drag Queen event at the Meadowlark Motel in Maggie Valley, invitation by Tera McIntosh. 8/21/2023...

https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/230821DragQueenAtTheMeadowlark.pdf

    Janet Banks         Young Democrats
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The real fight in Maggie Valley is between those in the pro-planning and pro-property rights camps.  It would
appear that voting for Janet Banks could possibly shift the dynamic to pro-property camps.  Without Mike
Eveland running the show, [re: Janet Banks -  “My Way or the Highway” Mike “If you serve on my Board,
you vote the way I tell you to” Eveland] both John Hinton and Jim Owens1 might be less inclined to
continue vote as they had been, and might come to their senses.

Screen Shot images.

1
Can’t seem to find any voting records for Jim Owens in the State of North Carolina.
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